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Services Tonight End RE Week;
The Need for Religion Stressed

ww
Religious emphasis week committee chairmen look over final publicity
and posters. Left to right are Willa Christianson, general chairman;
Marlys Nyberg, invitations; Frank Kelly, publicity; Sharon Jackson,
program; Dr. M. Boddy, general adviser; and Janice Yakish, publicity.

Science Club to Assist With
So. Regional Science Fair
The Science Club will assist with the annual Southeastern Minnesota Regional Science Fair to be held here April 6.
A special feature of this year's fair will be the speaker, George L.
McNew, Managing Director of
Boyce Institute, New York city.
Lawmakers Look
The Science Fair is put on each
year to encourage students in the
For TC Change
field of science and to give the
Will Winona State Teachers public an opportunity to view
the work being done in the high
College become a part of the Unischool
science departments.
versity of Minnesota?
Exhibits by students will be on
At the present time three bills
are being considered in commit- display in the Smog. Industrial
exhibits will be displayed in the
tees at the Minnesota legislature.
These include the following: to two science lecture rooms.
put TC under the University
Registration and film showings
Board of Regents, to put TC
will begin at 8:30 a.m. Exhibits
under a State Teachers College will be on display for the student
Board, and to put TC under the body at 9 a.m. and the public at
State Board of Education.
1 p.m. Awards will be made at
Governor Freeman's bill to put 3 :30 p. m.
the State Teachers Colleges under
The outstanding students will
the University Board of Regents have an opportunity to display
was proposed by Representatives their exhibits at the annual meetShipka and Johnson. This bill is ing of the Minnesota Junior
before a House Committee for Academy of Science which will be
hearing.
held May 4 at Rochester, MinneTwo bills are before the Senate sota.
Education Committee. One recommended by the Governor's
Commission on Higher Education Wenonah Players Begin
of 1956 and proposed by Wefall,
McKee, and Dunlap, states that Work on 'Little Foxes'
there be a State Teacher's College
Wenonah Players has begun
Board at Large elected by the
State legislature. Another bill
work on its production of The
proposed by Holmquist and An- Little Foxes by Lillian Hellman,
derson, as a result of the Little
it was announced by Miss MagHoover Commission findings, recommends that the State Teachers nus. The cast of characters inColleges be placed under the cludes:
Cal
Norbert Mills
State Board of Education.
Deanna Harders
Four of the five Teachers Col- Addie
RoseMarie Warner
lege presidents and the Teachers Birdie Hubbard
Roman Claussen
College Board President spoke in Oscar Hubbard
Neal Lang
favor of the second bill at a com- Leo Hubbard
Regina Giddens
Pat Severson
mittee hearing of the bill.
Whichever bill is passed, the William Marshall ....Earle Drenckhahn
Dale Karow
students and faculty of Winona Benjamin Hubbard
Pat Olson.
State will feel little change; the Alexandra Giddens
Robert Huffman
change will occur at the admin- Horace Giddens
istrative level. Should the system
The Little Foxes, a play about
remain as it is, the present State a money-mad family of the deep
Teachers College Board is comprised of nine people: five resident South, will open on April 9 and
run through the 12.
(Continued on page 5, column 5)

Closing services of Winona
State's first Religious Emphasis
Week will be held this evening at
7:45 in Somsen Hall. During this
week "Search Within" has given
students and faculty an opportunity to realize the importance
of religion in life.
Discussions, evening seminars,
worship, and prayer highlighted
the week's activities with student
leaders and resource people on
hand to assist with them.
On hand throughout the week
to lead group discussions and
seminars, to discuss personal
problems with students, and to
act as resource people were Daniel
R. Bechtel and Frank Martin.
Mr. Bechtel, a native of Pennsylvania, is serving as assistant di, rector of religious activities at
Hamline University. He received the appointment to
this position
throu-gh the
Danforth Foundation as an intern from Yale
Divinity School
Bechtel
and plans to return there next year to obtain his
B.D. degree.
He received his B.A. degree
from Franklin and Marshall College in 1954, and his final aim is
to teach in a college or to hold the
position of chaplain and teacher

at a college. His special field of
interest at Yale is the New Testament.
Mr. Martin, a student of St.
Mary's College,
is majoring in
philosophy and
Mathematics. A
native of Cleveland, he plans
to take graduate work in
mathematics at
Manhattan College in New
York.
Martin
He is president of the National Federation
of Catholic College Students, and
also president of the Minnesota
Region of the NFCCS. He is an
employee of the General Motors
Cadillac Division, and he plans
to make electrical engineering his
career. At St. Mary's he is active
in speech activities and is an
officer in the Engineering Club.
During the week, Protestant
worship services were held in
Laird Chapel of the First Congregational Church with student
leaders in charge, and Mass was
said at the Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart every morning.
Guest resource people were:
Rev. G. Phillips, First Baptist
Church; Mrs. Fae Griffith, Dormitory Director; Miss Marguerita
Steffenson, Dean of Women; Rev.
Kachel, Evangelical United
Brethren Church; Dr. E. L.

`Commission-Type Government Ushers
in New Era of Cooperation:' Buhler
"With the implementation of the new commission-type student
government, we have ushered in a new era of cooperation between the
students and faculty. The individual organizations will now have a
greater voice in student affairs because they will have a direct channel
to the administration. A commission-type governing body is the most
efficient that we could have for our student association." With these
words Ernie Buhler, president of the Student Commission, summed
up the attitude and optimistic
outlook of the commission mem- formance, Bev Krieger; religious
bers elected under the new stu- commissioner, Willa Christiandent government constitution.
son; publications and publicity,
After a busy week of campaignGrant White; and departmental
ing in and around the halls of commissioner, Roman Claussen.
Somsen, the balloting on Feb. 21
Voter turnout for the election
produced these winners: presiwas approximately 44% of the
dent, Ernie Buhler; vice presi- student body. Total votes cast
dent, Burton Ferrier; secretary,
were 357.
Pat Severson;
treasurer and fiFTA Carnival Date Set;
nance commisApril 12 in Phelps Gym
sioner, Bill
Kuehl; adminisThe FTA carnival will be held
trative liason
Friday, April 12, in the Phelps
commissioner,
Gymnasium. Burton Ferrier is
Darrell Bearson.
general chairman; Jackie Fuller,
Athletic compublicity chairman; Evelyn Buhmissioner, Rick
ler, ticket sales chairman; and
Hubbard; social
Nancy Tubb is in charge of the
Buhler
and public perauditorium stage show.

Ragar; Dr. Augusta Nelson; Mr.
Monroe Schlactus; and Mr. John
Aamot, Central Lutheran
Church.
Student leaders were: Joyce
Olson, Donald Stowe, Barb Fisk,
Frank Kelley, Thelma Ahrens,
Louise Schroeder, Lloyd Osborn,
Carol Benedett, John May, Pat
Kelm, Dorothy Holt.
Rose Warner, Muriel Suttie,
Gil Bergsrud, Margaret Witmer,
Mary Rost, Art Nardiello, John
Landro, Ellen DeWitt, and Mary
Landro.
Co-chairmen for RE Week were
Bob Brown and Willa Christianson.
Program chairman was Sharon
Jackson. Committee members
were: Karen Chamberlain, Marian
LaVaas, Barbara Fisk, Barbara
Whitcomb, Bill Wieczorek, Pat
Kelm, Mary Rost, Lucille Osborn,
Lois Jacobson, Joyce Olson, Eleanor Evans, Pat Mitchell, Lee Nelson, and Gil Bergsrud. Adviser
was Dr. Lokensgard.
Roman Claussen and John
Landro acted as co-chairmen of
the finance committee, with Mr.
Behling serving as adviser. Other
members of the committee were:
Elaine Fuller, Audrey Deters,
Barb Rossman, Elaine Halvorson,
and Donald Stowe.
Invitations were handled by
Pat Head and Peggy Smith with
Dorothy Holt and Marlyce Nyberg acting as co-chairmen.
Publicity co-chairmen were
Janice Yakish and Frank Kelley.
Mr. Emanuel acted as adviser.
Mary Clair Thompson, Ron Putz,
Margaret Witmer, Diane Larson, Norlean Berndt, and Mike
McCormick served on the committee.

State Graduates 13
withWinterQuarter
Thirteen Winona State students received their bachelor's
degree upon completion of the
winter quarter.
Those graduating with B.S.
degrees in education are: Thomas
Behan, elementary; Bill Cavanaugh, English, social studies and
biology; James Christianson, science and mathematics; Elizabeth
Devney, elementary; Marilyn
Hubbard, social studies, geography and English; Nancy McGillivray, elementary; Thomas
O'Brien, elementary and music;
and Robert Stockhausen, elementary.
Obtaining B.A. degrees were:
John Enright, accounting and
social studies; Richard Frederickson, business administration and
geography; Eugene Szarmach,
history, mathematics, and geography; Scott Tolleson, business
administration and history; and
Bill Wieczorek, business administration and history.
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GamesAreWon byMoreThanTeams;
Crowds Need More Than Full Houses
Although the 1956-57 basketball season is past history now, something which developed near its end deserves consideration — namely,
the effect of a few people on the team and the other spectators at the
game.
Of course, the traditional rivalry between St. Mary's College and
TC drew out one of the few capacity crowds Memorial Hall has seen
during the TC seasons. However, most of the seats were not filled
by our students, but by visiting students and townspeople.
At the following game, our last of the year with Mankato, we had
our usual country school-sized crowd. However, largely due to a
can-rattling, gaudily-dressed crowd goaded by the new athletic commissioner into a competitive yelling contest, and a hastily thrown
together, discordant, but sincere pep band, Memorial Hall saw our
team rack up its first conference victory in two years. Surely the
success of this game should point out a need for some considered revision of audience tactics at our home games.
For those who complain that the town doesn't support state college
athletics, we offer the comment of a local citizen who said he wouldn't
support any team if their own fellow students wouldn't support them
first. Perhaps if visitors saw at least the south half of the gym filled
with enthusiastic student, they would bring their friends along to the
next games.
On the other hand, those students who do come faithfully to the
games could use some help from a pep band, and a few half-time diversions such as baton twirlers or special band numbers wouldn't hurt
either. Surely all our instrument operators can't be so busy with offcampus activities that they can't give a night or two a week to play,
for our school games.
Before we enter into another season of Winona State sports, can't
something be done to rejuvenate the student spectators so our athletic
teams feel some worthwhile support behind them?

Little-Known Alumni Fund Will Put
Welcome Addition on WSTC Campus
Recently, a check representing three figures was received from an
alumnus of 1897, with the directions that it be given to a fund almost
unknown to Winona State students, although its development will
bring about one of the most welcome additions to the TC campus.
The check is only one of many which have been dedicated to a
growing fund, contributed by the alumni of the College, to build a
student center. Some of these contributors attended Winona as far
back as when it was only a two-year normal school, but all, like the
sixty-year alumnus, want to build something lasting for students in
the years to come.
What is a student center? Plans for the building include all-school
recreation facilities, offices, rooms for campus organizations, a bookstore and exchange. In a sense, it would be the campus club, a fellowship hall in which students could gather at all times, including hours
when other college buildings are not open. Those who have seen the
University of Minnesota's beautiful Coffman Memorial Union have
seen a large scale type of student center. _
Our very sincere thanks go to those alumni who have given money
for the center, knowing that they themselves will receive nothing in
return but the satisfaction of making a material addition to the
campus.

3-itott9itts
RE Week
The success of Winona State's
first religious emphasis week reaffirms the fact that cooperative
effort can accomplish much. Over
a hundred people were involved
in the planning and executing of
the week in almost as many different capacities. It is hoped
that what this week has given to
each person will show in the lives
of individuals and the campus
religious groups for a long time to
come.

Registration
We hope that some of the complaints about the slow registration
process of winter quarter have
been silenced since the much improved extended registration pe-

Consiet . • •
riod made its way into spring
quarter. Although the process
extends the time involved for the
office staff, it probably meets the
whole-hearted approval of all
students weary from standing in
line under the old method.

On Grades
As you sink under the burden
of winter quarter grades which
weren't what you expected at all,
consider the fact that you have
about ten delightful weeks to
change the situation before another bunch of finals hit the ditto
machine . . . and after that another ten weeks during vacation
to forget everything you've
learned in the last three quarters,
if not the last three years.
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A Student Speaks.. .
THE OLD
SCHOOL SPIRIT
IS NOT YET

DE.A1)

Readers' Opinions
Individualist on Cheating
To the Editor:
Now that finals are over and
the cheat sheets have been carefully put away for another twelve
weeks, I feel compelled to discuss
an activity which has been flourishing since colleges have been in
existence. That subject—cheating
in examinations.
When tests are marked on the
curve (as is frequently the case)
those who do their work honestly
suffer because of the high grades
attained by those whose papers
are a "community effort". Why
should those people who study
and try to excel through their
own efforts be pushed down the
scale by the parasitic few who are
too lazy to use their own gray
matter? It isn't that those few
are stupid and unable to learn;
quite the contrary, they are usually the ones that are intelligent
but too lazy to use their intelligence wisely.
Perhaps the trouble lies in the
fact that too much emphasis is
put upon grades, and not enough
on the importance of learning a
little. Have the moral standards
of this college and hundreds of
other colleges fallen so low that
it no longer matters how grades
are obtained, just so the A's and
B's are put on the record?
On the front page of The Winona Daily News, an article appeared recently with the headline
"Survey Reveals Low Standards
— Cheating in College Exams
Custom Rather Than Exception". Is this the impression
that we want to give to the people
whose taxes are supporting our
school? It isn't a very rosy picture when people admit that they
cheat, offering neither an aplology
nor having a feeling of guilt.
This group I have been talking
about must not realize the enormity of their foolishness. They are
hurting others, yes, but worst of
all, they are harming their own
future because there is no cheat
sheet that will help them solve
the problems of the great outdoors
otherwise known as life
A. H.

On Dates
To the Editor:
It has come to our attention
that this college is sadly in need
of some great social changes in
order to raise the socio-cultural
standards of the students and also
to get dates for us.
Therefore we propose the following:
A. All female girls who are
lacking in appropriate masculine

accompaniment to the various
and sundry weekend functions
should sign a list provided for by
the Committee For Improving
On Conditions Existing Between
The Masculine And Feminine
Members Of The Student Body
no later than the Wednesday
preceding the desired weekend
date.
B. The CFIOCEBTMAFM0TSB shall collect a similar list of
males who are too timid to forage
around in the strange and mysterious confines of Morey and
Shepard Halls for exciting female
companions.
C. The aforementioned committee shall pair the names on the
lists in a manner based purely on
chance so that no favoritism can
be shown to any political, religious, economic, or intellectual
group.
D. All participants shall conduct themselves within the rules
of proper etiquette as outlined
by Emily Post, Amy Vanderbuilt, and Ann Landers.
By carrying out this program
we believe that WSTC will benefit greatly, and we won't have to
stay in so much.
Hopefully yours,
Patience and Prudence,
Hopeful Jones, Moonbeam
McSwine, and Wanda Furd

Debate or Not Debate
To the Editor:
WSTC is widely recognized for
its active speech department. We
claim the WSSA (Winona State
Speech Association) and the
Wenonah Players as significant
groups within the department.
But where is WSTC's debate
squad?
If we were to have a debate
squad, our speech department
would be more complete, and
interested students could gain
valuable knowledge and experience. R. W.

A Plea for the YW
To the Editor:
Arming the various organizations found on this campus is the
Young Women's Christian Association, the YWCA for short.
This group of young women
meets hi-monthly on Tuesday
evenings to work on main projects, to discuss topics of impor ;
tance, and to hear guest speakers.
Bring a friend with you when
you come to our next meeting on
March 26 in the student lounge.
The YWCA is set up to help you
meet other young women, to
work and learn with them, and
to have a good time together.
A YWCA Member

"Study to be quiet" Thess. 4:11
In religion, as in education,
there are three R's. They are
the rudiments of the best life,
which we must master or we cannot even begin to climb the ladder
of faith toward our goal.
First, we must learn to RELAX, to let down, to unwind our
nerves, to untangle our emotions.
Life is tense today. Here at
school we are busy with classes
all day. In the evening there are
meetings, parties, and games to
attend and studying to be done.
Sometime during this day we
must slow down and let something in the world do something
for us.
This is so in worship. We must
carry a more passive and relaxed
mood into prayer, or we will be
defeated before we begin. "God
give me what I want!" is not the
correct attitude for prayer, even
though we may want some entirely unselfish thing. "Study to
be quiet." Lay aside the cares
of the day; learn to be still, and
know that God is God, not you.
"Thy will be done" is the supreme
prayer. We are not to dictate
what God shall do. We are not
to force our will upon the world,
because we are here on earth to
do the will of God, not to live our
own lives, or have our own way.
Second, we must REALIZE
what life is, its worth and wonder.
It is very seldom that we sit down
and think about this great and
wonderful life of ours. We are so
busy doing many little things
that we really don't stop to think
what a marvelous thing just
living is. Life is much greater
than the little things that bother
us and use our strength. This is
what it means to meditate — to
think about truths and study
them. In the nighttime the
psalmist meditated on the law of
God, and found peace and security.
Third, we must RESOLVE, in
our hearts to make our lives
worthy of our heredity from God.
By God's grace we must set ourselves to do away with the things
that mar our lives and hold us
back from the best.
It is an old and simple technique often tried — RELAX,
REALIZE, RESOLVE— an art
all of us can use for the health of
our souls, anywhere, everywhere.
May God teach us how to live,
how to love, how to pray, and
how to do good!
The preceding is the fifth in a
series of religious articles written
by students. The author of this is
Pat Kelm, president of the Canterbury Club.
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GEA//EjS
GLEANINGS
Winter is a lethargic season,
and sometimes seems to last forever. But it passes and spring
comes on, shaking the cobwebs
out of our heads — at least it is
supposed to.
Spring has its problems but
there are solutions.
Western Michigan College
males came up with a solution

U.S.CongressPlans
Bills Affecting
Winona Students
During the next few months
Congressional action may drastically revolutionize the life of a
college student. At the present
time there is a 1 ill proposed by
Senator Hubert Humphrey being
considered by Senatorial Committees for hearings. This bill
includes the following for institutions of higher education: federal
scholarships, long term loans,
30% credit against Federal income tax for tuition fees and
other school expenses, and school
construction assistance to institutions with scholarship students.
Other aspects of the bill include:
assistance and cooperation with
States in strengthening and improving State and local programs
for the diminuation, control and
treatment of juvenile delinquency, a means for study of conservation programs providing
healthful outdoor training for
young men, and the establishment of pilot Youth Conservation
Corps.
Of special interest to the college student is the scholarship
and loan clause. This bill provides for the granting of a minimum of 40,000 scholarships of
$1,000 each to be administered
through the state education authorities by the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Students
receiving these scholarships must
qualify by financial need and
academic ability.
Loans would be long term and
low interest. A student can receive up to $1,000 per year with
a maximum of $4,000 for four
years. Repayment would not
he necessary until four years
after completion of full time college work and payee would have
six years on which to repay. An
added incentive to teaching would
be a "write-off" clause which
means a certain amount of the
loan would be forgiven for each
year of continued teaching and
would be deductible from the loan.
Income tax credit would be
given for 30% of tuition and
other education costs accrued for
self or other individual. This
credit is not to exceed $450 for
any taxable year. This feature
in itself may lead to more married
couples attending colleges.
Remember, watch the 1957
Congressional proceedings -- it
may affect your future at Winona
State Teachers College.

to the female's problem of dates;
they set up a dating bureau for
the week-ends. The results of
the first trial were overwhelming;
of 147 female applicants, 95 were
placed. Possibilities, huh.
Lent is in the middle of spring
this year. That poses a problem,
doesn't it? You know, we l ecome so obsessed with the idea
that Lent is the time to do without, that we forget just why we
are giving up those "little luxuries".
The forty days of Lent are a
symbol of the forty days Christ
spent in the desert starving himself in preparation for the job he
had to do — save mankind — in
other words us.
What are we going to do for
just forty days — one month,
one week, and three days?
Coming up on the spring
agenda are ample opportunities
to increase your culture searching. Some examples of these
opportunities are: the speech department will offer "The Little
Foxes" and the college chorus
gives its concert soon.
What happened to the "Culture Vultures"?
The funny part about spring
is that just after life blossoms,
spring goes. Then comes summer — grand, glorious, and Lazy
summer, and after summer comes
fall. - And how we fall, eh?

Show Info
To those of you who complain
that there is never anything good
going on, the film "Lust for Life"
is now showing. As you know
by the posters around, the movie
is the life of Vincent Van Gogh
and since he did not live alone
on an island, the life of Paul
Gaughin is also covered. The
movie's excellence offers no excuse
for your not seeing it. West End.
"Another injun bit the dust"
seems to be the general theme of
too many mediocre westerns. In
an effort to rectify this error,
Walt Disney is offering "Westward Ho! the Wagons". This
western gives an actual account
of the prairie schooner expedition; no faintitig females, no
swashbuckling super-chargers, no
blood thirsty Indians — just a
group of the mongoloid race, who
are as human as we are. Now
showing at the State.
Man was born to die. And in
what better way is there to die
than to give up your life for your
country in battle? Therefore we
have war pictures, one of which
is "Men in War". Winona,
March 22.
"Silent World" is an excellent
offering for the student of biology,
art, photography, and marine life.
"Silent World" is the award winning documentary film of 1956.
An even greater award for the
film would be your presence there
for this is something GOOD.
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Debate and Discussion Class Discovers
More Than Knowledge Behind 4 Credits
by Rose Warner

Foreign Aid was the topic of discussion when Rose Marie Warner,
Roman Claussen, Pat Severson, and Jerry Tedrow got together to go
over their classwork for Debate and Discussion class.

by Mike McCormick
Although we will probably have
four feet of snow by the time this
gets into print, spring is on its
way. Spring — that's the season
when a young man's stomach
lightly turns at thoughts of love.
At any rate, in accordance with
my usual policy of service to my
readers, I set out around the first
of the last month to get the inside
story on the coming season.
After trying since then to evaluate the information I received, I
found that it couldn't be evaluated, so I will simply relate what
happened and let you draw your
own conclusions.
It was a rather miserable
February 2 when I set out to
comb the rural scene for a groundhog. The sun was shining, some
inane bird had gall enough to be
singing, and I searched for hours
with no luck. I was almost ready
to admit defeat when I spied a
promising hole in the ground. I
walked over to it, tossed in a
pebble, and shouted, "Groundhog! Get with it. Come out and
dig your shadow so I can go back
home again!"

A Frustrated
Female's Lament
Fun Period . . . .
My parents told me not to smoke,
I don't.
Nor listen to a naughty joke,
I don't.
They made it clear I mustn't wink
At handsome boys or even think
About intoxicating drink.
I don't.
To flirt or dance is very wrong,
I don't.
Wild youth chase men, wine, and
song,
I don't.
I kiss no boys, not even one
I do not know how it is done
You wouldn't think I had much
fun,
I don't.

There was a sound of scuffling
as the beast made its way out of
its lair, and soon I found myself
confronted by a groundhog with
a goatee and bop glasses, and
with the latest copy of Down Beat
under his arm. The groundhog
sighed; "Look man", he said,
"you're the fourth cat on that
shadow kick to fall by here today.
How many times do I have–to
tell you guys? — shadow or no
shadow, I'm not stirring from
this - den. I've had enough!"
Naturally the sight of such an
animal was disconcerting, to say
the least, but his bitter attitude
disturbed me even more. I
thought that I'd better discover
the cause of such an outlook.
"Tell me, 0 Gentle Woodland
Creature," I began, "Why do
you say such things? Don't you
want to roam the green glades
and gambol gaily on the forest
floor?"
"Man", exclaimed the animal,
"you're coming on like a Lake
Poet! Anyway, the answer is no.
I roamed and gamboled last year,
and what did I get out of it? I'll
tell you: everywherp I roamed
and everywhere I gamboled it
was the same — rock and roll or
saccharin sentimentality. A
guitar or an out-of-tune tenor
sax or 60 violins and an out-oftune girl singer!"
"You mean that popular music
is responsible for your attitude?"
I asked.
"Exactly," he answered.
"Every year it was worse, but
last year was too much for me.
The Black Plague of music —
that idiot with the sideburns —
was the last straw. I vowed then
and there to stay in my den until
the picture improves for music
lovers. I laid in a stock of LP's,
bought a diamond needle, and
here I stay."
With that he turned to go, but
as he started into the hole again
he threw back one final word.
"If you humans were smart,
buddy," he said, "you'd do the
same!"

"What? You had steak? Oh
no, wait 'til Mr. Behling hears
about that!"
And, so it was . _. Mr. Behling
did hear about the panel having
steak and this time he wasn't
along to enjoy it. But he had
accompanied the students seven
times before, each time served
chops! Seven times, seven consecutive times!
Oh, wait! This story begins
Dec. 4, the first day of the winter
quarter, in room 316 where Mr.
Behling summarized the quarter's
schedule to his debate and discussion class. Inexperienced and
apprehensive students listened
with considerable interest.
As the quarter progressed, Gilbert Bergsrud, Evelyn Buhler,
Roman Claussen, Helen Corrigan,
Earle Drenckhahn, Delayne Halvorson, Kappy Hammergren, Pat
Kelm, Pat Severson, Muriel Suttie, Jerry Tedrow, Elaine Tollefson, Rose Marie Warner, and Bill
Wieczorek divided into various
panels, composed of three or four
students. After choosing their
topics for discussions and doing
research on them, they then practiced their discussions before the
class as the remaining members
of the class criticized. With this
practice behind them, they were
ready to give discussions on BIG
TIME!
These students appeared as
guest panelists before many cornmunity organizations such as the
Central Lutheran Brotherhood,
Business and Professional Women, Rotary, Exchange Club,
Masonic Dinner Club, and local
PTA's.
This was a class in which the
students gained knowledge, experience, credit, and food!
And Mr. Behling? Well, he
got his pork chops!

On the Lighter Side
Since finals are over and the
"good news?" came out on Monday, this article from the Capital
University Chimes in Columbus,
Ohio, seems very fitting.
AND THEN WE HAVE
DEFINITIONS
A — a rare feat.
B — grade given student doing
A work.
C -- grade given when professor
loses grade book.
Coed — candidate for Mrs.
degree.
Frosh — a fellow who buys his
books before the first exam.
Cramming — intellectual overeating after a long period of
starvation.
* *****
We think the prize for dumbness should go to the college
senior who leaned with his elbow
on the doorbell at three o'clock in
the morning while saying goodnight to his girl.
* *****
God made the world, then rested.
God made man, then rested.
God made women, then no one
rested.
* *****
She tore off her kerchief, stuck
her head out the window, and
waved it wildly.
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Lettermen Form Spring Sports Nucleus
Baseballers Meet Iowa TC April 12
Running laps, playing catch, and batting practice indoors have been
the rule for all candidates vying for the top positions on the baseball
team, as the squad officially opened springtime operations last week.
Coach Madeo Molinari has nine lettermen from which to base his
choices for the starting berths for the opening of the season April 12
through the 15 at Iowa Teachers, Loras, and Western Illinois, in their
yearly jaunt into the southern area.
Frank Jaszewski, Rick Hubbard, Dale Timm, Don Segermark, Jim Miner, Dick Beberg,
Art Nardiello, Jack Carter and
Lee Paul head this list of returning veterans. Hubbard, Miner,
The signing up of all men inand Beberg are infielders; Jaszewski and Segermark share the terested in going out for the State
catching duties; Timm and Nar- golf and tennis teams was andiello roam the outfield; and nounced by coaches R. M. Owen,
Carter and Paul head the list of golf coach, and L. A. McCown,
tennis coach.
pitchers.
So far, about ten men have
Definite losses to the team with
the end of winter quarter are signed up for golf, with Doug
Benny Cook, one of last year's Page, Dennis Syverson, Jim
leading hitters, and Bill Schwartz, Jacobs, and Earl Buswell returna pitching sensation last year as ing from last year's team, and
a frosh, who have dropped out of Ralph Ryan, Fred Weeman and
Bruce Berglin adding strength
school.
as
newcomers.
About 50 men have reported
As of yet, no schedule has been
for indoor rehearsals, including a
great many freshman. In the drawn up for the squad, but an
light of having such a large turn- attractive schedule is expected
out, and so many men heading to be made up to supplement the
the letterman's list, a highly suc- state meets.
The tennis team will be starting
cessful season should be in the
almost solely from scratch this
offing.
The first home game of the year, as only a half-dozen men
season is slated for April 18, when have reported so far, and have
the Warriors meet the ever-pow- shown an interest in the sport.
The loss of veterans Bill
erful Redmen of St. Mary's.
Kortsch, Jim Belden and Bobby
hurt the chances of the
Schroeder's Five Leuhman
squad to field an experienced
Win WRA Tourney team.
However, Russ Blankenfeld,
WRA basketball season wound
George Yamamoto, Bob Tha]up on February 27, when Louise dorf, Kenny Landro, and Gary
Schroeder's team won the tourna- Evenson are expected to carry
ment championship by a com- most of the load for the Warrior
manding 10-0 record. Top scorer netters.
for the season was Barb Gates
No schedule has been drawn
with 129 points.
up for the netmen either, but it
Although the season was over, is expected that a schedule of last
a Winona State WRA basketball year's nature will be drawn up
team played Kahler of Rochester, again, with meets against Junior
and was defeated. This was Colleges in our area, St. Mary's,
the first time that Kahler put a and Teachers College Conference
team on the Winona, courts.
teams.

Golf, Tennis Squads
Line Up '57 Season

L.

WRA Sends Teams to 2 Sportsdays
La Crosse
La Crosse State College sponsored its annual sportsday on
March 9. Ten members of Winona's W.R.A. attended with
Miss Gregoire. Two games of
basketball were played, with
La Crosse "A" beating Winona in
a close game. Winona came back
to win over Milwaukee State in
the second game. La Crosse "B"
trounced Winona in volleyball,
but deck tennis showed the girls'
skills as they defeated Platteville.
The girls attending the sports
day were: Barb Gates, Joan Fend,
Carol Friday, Nancy Arnold, Ann
Miyazaki, Daisy Morikami,
Louise Schroeder, Olive Tovson,
Jan Eischen and Margot Anderson.

Luther
Ten members of Winona State's
WRA traveled to Luther College,

Decorah, Iowa, on Saturday,
Feb. 23, to participate in a basketball sportsday.
La Crosse defeated Winona in
the first game, but Winona came
back to_beat Upper Iowa in their
second start.
After the sporting events, the
participants moved to Brandt
Dormitory Lounge where a program was presented. WSTC's
number was a combination song
and skit entitled "On Our Way
To Luther".
Colleges attending were: La.
Crosse State from La. Crosse,
Wisconsin; Upper Iowa, Luther,
Waldorf, and Wartburg, all of
Iowa; and Winona State.
Team members included: Margot Anderson, Nancy Arnold, Jan
Eischen, ]'ippie Gatzke, Sally
Hallberg, Jan Jacobson, Helen
Larson, Louise Schroeder, and
Barb Whitcomb. Adviser for the
group was Miss Roney.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
April 12. . Iowa Teachers Away
April 13 .,Loras College
Away
April 15 .. Western Illinois Away
April 18. . St. Mary's
Home
April 27. . Bemidji (2)
Home
May 1. . La Crosse
Away
May 3. . Carl ton -College Home
May 8. . Stout (2)
Home
May 10. . St. Mary's
Away
May 11. . Loras College
Home
May 13. . La Crosse . . . Home
May 15. . Eau Claire (2)
Away
May 18. . St. Cloud (2).. Horne
May 25. . Mankato (2) .. . Away
TRACK SCHEDULE
April 16. . Carlton Relays. . Away
April 17. . La Crosse (3) . . . Away
April 20. . Morehead, Ky Away
May 3 River Falls
Home
May
.. (Conference meet to be
arranged)

"Fantasy" To Be Done
By Swim Club March 29
Months of hard swimming and
practice will come to its peak on
March 29 when the Swim Club
will present its water show "Swim
Fantasy". Featured on the program will be solos, group swim-ming, and exhibition diving.
Members of the club are:
Donna Ambrosen, Nancy Arnold,
Jan Eischen, Tipple Gatzke,
Marilyn Hanson, Judy Johnson,
Mary Landro, Marie Miller, Pat
Podany, Barb Peterson, Barb
Plourde, Barb Rossman, LaRue
Swearingen, Margo Tonsager, and
011y Tovson. Miss Roney is the
group's adviser.
.

TrackOpens April 16 at Carleton
March 14 found the initial opening of the track season for Coach
Bob Jones' Warriors, with the reporting of all interested candidates
to the PE classroom in Memorial Hall for training discussions, and
films on the various aspects of track.
All this week the men have been running out of doors at Maxwell
Field and Jefferson Field, preparing for the opening of the season
April 16 at the Carleton Relays.
Only five lettermen have returned from last year's squad, in
the persons of Jack Strommer
(mile-2 mile), Delwin Tschumper
(100-220), Al Meyers (220-220
`St. Cloud's rampaging Huskie Lows), Harry Reed (880-mile)
basketball team was officially and Jerry Tedrow (440-220
recognized as MSTCC cham- Lows). Reed is the only compions, with the end of the regula- parative newcomer to the squad,
tion season of play.
although he is a letterman, as
They were named champs with Harry just returned from a hitch
a flip of a coin because they and in the service.
Bemidji ended the season with
Newcomers are scarce to this
identical 6-2 records. The com- year's squad, but prospects in the
bination of the flipsof the coin and various events are Wally Puetz,
a defeat at the hands of third- Glenn Schulz, Gene Lundberg,
place Moorhead in the last game Pat Marren, Darrell Bearson,
of the season dealt the losing
Bob Brown, Duane Brenegan,
blows to the Beavers title hopes.
Up until the Dragon-Beaver tilt, Harvey Jostad, Nyles Tolzman,
Bemidji had been leading the and Ken Alderman.
conference with a 6-1 record, and
A southern trip has also been
St. Cloud in second with their planned for the tracksters for
6-2 record.
this season, as on April 16, immeThe win for St. Cloud meant
they were eligible for . the play- diately after a triangular meet at
off game with the winner of the La Crosse, the squad, about 16
MIAC League, who this year was strong, will leave for Morehead,
Hamline University of St. Paul.
Kentucky, for a meet with KenThe winner of this contest
tucky State College. A victory
would represent our region in the
NAIA Tournament held annually against the very powerful Staters
in Kansas City. Hamline de- would indeed be choice, since
feated St. Cloud 71-59 in this im- this area is the former stomping
portant contest, and thereby grounds of Coach Jones.
gained the honor of representaThe first home meet of the year
tion. The derailment at the
will
be April 27, when we enterhands of Hamline put a sour note
tain
River
Falls State College at
to an otherwise highly successful
season for the Huskies.
Jefferson Field.

St. Cloud Cops
Conference Title

From Pink Aprons to Blue Bibs
by Sonya Hansen

On attending my first baseball
game
(From the feminine point of view )
Have you ever been to a baseball game? Well, I attended one
and became an expert almost at
once.
When the little man dressed in
a blue serge suit and a big thick
bib opened his mouth and
screamed, "Play ball ! Batter
up!", nine men trotted out onto
the field which is called the diamond. Now I fail to see why it
is called a diamond, because in
the first place it is too big to wear
and in the second, what girl would
want an old dirt and grass diamond anyway?
The man on the hill (must have
been-of the mole variety because
it was much too small to be any
of the types that we studied in
earth science) bent over and kept
peering in at the man all hunched
over the plate. The only reason
I can see for his actions could be
that he had a catch in his back
and couldn't straighten up or
that he was nearsighted and
needed an eye examination.
"Dear, get me a hot dog the
next time the boy comes around."
People all around me called out
to the man with the hickory stick
to tear the cover off the horsehide
and to murder the old apple.
.

Well, I'll tell you, he did and the
ball went straight up and came
straight down to the man camped
under it. (Very poorly equipped
camper, however, because he had
neither tent nor sleeping bag —
only a mask, a bib, and a pair of
boots that covered only half of
his legs.)
"Let's get some popcorn.
Please, it's buttered."
All the while men paddling in
the dugout kept shouting encouragement out to the man at
bat, and when the pitcher (China
or pewter?) loaded the sacks,
(I didn't see him leave the mound
once) the ducks were on the pond
and everyone screamed about
stealing home. (It was impossible, though, because there were
three men around it and too many
people were watching for him to
make a safe get away with it.)
Some men in the bull pen (I
saw no animals on the field, much
less a pen to store them in)
started warming up (without their
jackets) and when the pitcher
threw a ball filled with beans at
the batter, one of them came
hurrying in to take his place.
"May I have a coke? Here
comes the boy now."
The next batter hit a pitch that
flew way over the fence and when
the other little man in a blue suit

called it foul, (I forgot to mention
that there were two) everyone in
the bleachers stood up and
shouted for someone to "kill the
umpire". I thought right then
and there that there would be a
bloody revolution, but things
quieted down and the game continued.
"But dear, I am thirsty."
After nine acts, the bench
jockeys (the form didn't say what
kind of horses they were riding) .
and spectators got up to leave,
grumbling because the score was
26-0. I can't understand why,
because I thought it was very
sportsman-like for the home-town
team to be generous enough to
let the other team make so many
scores.
"But dear, I wanted to stay
and see the part where so many
men hit the balls made out of
gophers and ran around the
bases.
(I like baseball and plan to see
many more games before the
season ends. If I learn any more,
I will write and inform all you
interested fans of the game.)
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70avrien Vataza
In the January 24 edition of
The Winonan, this writer questioned the possibility of having a
broader intramural athletic program for the students of the college. At that time, the article was
in direct reference to what was
being done by the women's PE
department in the forms of what
might be considered a type of
intramural activities.
A paper was handed to me the
other day concerning another
person's viewpoint on the same
topic; mainly of broadening the
program by employing men of the
PE department, majors and minors, to have the responsibility of
setting up programs in touchball, ping-pong, softball, and the
like.
Summarized, the paper read
like this:
". . . Although our program of intra-

-

mural basketball was very successful,
it only covered about eight weeks of the
school year. Intramurals should be
broadened to a year-'round program including such activities as volleyball, softball, ping-pong, badminton, etc.
"I appreciate the fact that the faculty
members of the PE department carry a
heavy load. Students are hired as assistant football, basketball, and baseball
coaches, why then couldn't a student be
hired to run the intramural program
under the supervision of a faculty member?
"I realize the outdoor facilities at TC
are very poor, but I think little Maxwell
(Field) would be adequate for touch
football, and . . . in the spring for softball. The indoor facilities present no
problems.
"I believe the biggest problem would
be in finding good responsible students
who would take the job of running the
intramural program. I think the school
could just as well give their athletes jobs
or this nature as to pay them for sweeping the gym or mopping the locker room.
The school as well as the student directors of the intramurals would benefit
much more from jobs of this nature.
"I don't know . . . if it is legal to hire
students for this type of work, but I
think the program would be very workable and beneficial to everyone concerned."

It is interesting to note that the
author of this paper has hit upon
the main point of going to college,
and studying in any given field,
and that is of learning as much
as possible about the field, and
gaining as much practical experience in organization, and execution of techniques and programs
as possible.
Responsibility for activities
done in the various departments
should be placed on the shoulders
of worthy students for the good
of the student in value of experience, the good of the school in
the added activities, and the
good of the instructors in added
experience in advising and assisting students.
The possibilities of hiring
people for these positions are not
too remote, because other schools
do it for similar activities such as
publications, for which journalism majors or minors are hired to
edit publications. This makes it
possible for them to gain experience, responsibility, and earn
money.
It is of the utmost importance
to strive to build up the school so
that we as graduates feel that

the school is a worthwhile institution to send promising young students to, and by improving the
intramural setup, one step will
have been taken in the right
direction.

Ode to the-Red Handkerchief
The music swells, the porn poms wave,
as gridiron heroes strong and brave
meet gridiron heroes brave and strong
and rooters chant their college song
The ends spread wide, the ball snaps back
a pass is thrown . . . a crackerjack!
But check that wild unholy mirth .. .
There is a hankie on the turf.
A speedy back is racing fast,
the line of scrimmage behind him past;
but let not the fans start to scream,
for there's a hankie on the green!
A charging tackle comes across
and smears the passer for a loss;
your grin turns quickly to a frown
for once again the laundry's down.
With sturdy back and lifted head
with solemn mein and heavy tread,
that oh, so busy referee
marches off a penalty.
Why spend your cash
your hard earned dough,
to listen to the whistles blow?
Why warm a bench for half a day,
just to see the officials play?
And in the sweet bye-and-bye
a referee perchance should die,
he'll have no headstone, like as not,
a handkerchief will mark the spot.
CONSTANCE WESTBIE
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Svenningson,Curner
Head Cage Scoring
With the end of the basketball
season, it's easy to say that we
here at State are exceedingly
proud of the work done by the two
men who had the most to do with
leading TC through a rather
tough season, and helped cap it
by their fine showing against
Mankato.
These two individuals are forward Al Svenningson and guard
Craig Currier. Between shifting
from his forward spot to the
center position, Al, the best allaround shot on the team, found
time to dump in 500 points on the
season, including 187 in conference play, for a 22.7 over-all
average, and a 23.4 per game
average in conference play.
On the same side of the ledger
is slender, white-haired Craig
Currier who did a magnificent
job handling the ball, feeding,
and of course scoring. "Sticks",
as he is more popularly known,
pumped in 21 big points against
Mankato to end the season, and
his career. The ovation he received when he retired from the
game hasn't seen its equal. Craig,
incidentally, was second in team
scoring with 263 and 132, good
for 11.9 for the season, and 16.5
in conference. His three-year
total from the guard slot was 496
points.
Congratulations are indeed in
order for these two men, for a
job well done.

Mankato Takes Conference Meet;
Winona Grapplers Finish Fourth
Coach Bob Jones' Warrior
wrestlers climaxed the 1956-57
season, when they came in fourth
of five schools in the annual
Teachers College Conference meet
held this year in Bemidji.
Mankato was all-victorious
once again, as they 'compiled a
total of 93 points. Behind them
in order of placing were St. Cloud,
Bemidji, Winona (27), and Moorhead (19).
Although it was nothing new
for the Indians to win the title,
their ace heavyweight, Dick
Kubes went down to defeat in a
semi-final match to the enormous
grunt and groaner from St. Cloud,
Jim McHugh.
No one representing Winona
went all the way for a class title,
but Jack Strommer, La Verne
Pieper, and Bill Ziebell went into
the finals only to succumb to the
eventual champions.
Strommer ended his wrestling
career at State when he was
pinned in 1:31 of the second
period by Anderson of Mankato,
in the championship match. This
loss also snapped Jack's winning
streak at 22 consecutive matches,
as he had earlier defeated Montplaisir via the pin, in 2:48 of the
second round. Oddly enough,
Anderson was the same individual
who had defeated Jack two seasons ago, under similar conditions.
Pieper pinned Semchuck of
Bemidji in 32 seconds of the third
period, to advance into the finals,
only to lock horns with Roy
Minter of Mankato, who proved
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Shown looking at the season's records are Craig Currier, only graduating
senior, Al Svenningson, conference and team scoring champion, and
coach R. M. Owen.

Cagers Finish Year With Flourish;
Spirit High Factor in Final Bouts
State's cagers wrapped up another basketball season, and did
it in a very resounding manner,
by splitting two very exciting
games with St. Mary's (64-82),
and Mankato (84-73).
The loss to the Redmen marked
the first all-out intra-city sweep
since 1952, when St. Mary's
squeaked past the Warriors in
two contests. The win against
the Indians from Mankato

Owenmen Outrebounded
In Late Season Encounters
With Oshkosh, St. Cloud

marked the first league win for
Winona in two years, snapped a
10 game losing streak for the season, and broke a 1'6 game losing
skein in conference play.
The fever-high pitch of these
two contests set the stage for two
upset victories, but 40 free throws
by the Redmen, and the ability
of the Warriors to get only one
shot at a time at the basket,
spelled defeat in the second half.
The rattle of cans, bottles, and
other instruments of equal nature,
combined with the blat of horns
and sirens greeted the Staters in
their initial-finale win of the season over potentially strong MSTC.
The Warriors literally "burst"
onto the floor, and in tune to the
riotous carryings-on of the home
town fans promptly drove the
Indians into the floor for a 12
point lead at the half, and coasted
home the victors in the second
half by matching Mankato point
for point.
The St. Mary's fray was led by
Ken Jansen and Al Svenningson,
each of whom garnered 30 points.
Craig Currier and Svenningson
led the scoring for Winona in the
Indian affair with,,- 21 and 26
points respectively. The Kato
victory marked the first victory
over a Mankato team since 1953.

once again the champion he is,
With the end of the season in
by pinning La Verne in 2:34 of sight, coach Russ Owens' cagers
the last period.
Incidentally, fell to the might of Oshkosh and
Minter pinned three men in his St. Cloud State Colleges. The
scores were 85-81, at Oshkosh,
quest to the title.
and8 5-73 at home against St.
Bill Ziebell followed somewhat
Cloud .
the same route of Strommer and
The Warriors played one of
Pieper, but put up a terrific bat- their best ball games of the season
tle in losing a judge's decision to at the Wisconsin school, but sucMarten of Bemidji. The two cumbed to the home-towners in
men battled to a stalemate over an exciting overtime period.
the three period mark, and the
The score was tied 73 — all at
contest was carried over into an the end of the regulation time,
overtime period, where the de- and the Warriors went into the
cision was determined in favor of overtime period with Don BehMarten.
rens, Herb Espinda, Al SvenningJohn Delozier won his first son, and Craig Currier sitting out
match 1-0, lost the second 3-1, and
with five fouls apiece. This group
FINAL TEAM SCORING
won third place by winning his alone had accounted for more
Al Svenningson
500
third match 4-1 against Ziska of than half of the team's total
Cthig Currier
263
Bemidji. Dick Berg in the 130 points until that time.
Don Klagge
181
pound class drew a bye in the first
The St. Cloud Huskies, newly
118
rounds, lost on a pin in the second, crowned champions of the TC Larry Engel
93
and forfeited the third place conference brought a big, sea- Fred Weeman
72
battle to Don Forsell of Bemidji, soned team into Memorial Hall, Monte Sprute
54
for fourth place. The last point and carried off a choice 85-73 vic- Bill Morse
Don Behrens
52
getter for the Warriors was John tory.
Herb Espinda
51
Hempstead in the 157 pound
The Owenmen were within Ery Rickheim
48
division when he took a fourth reach of victory up until the final
30
place while losing the first match, few minutes of the contest when John Kaiser
21
winning the second round, and the Huskies pulled away. Vern Jim Kern
6
losing the third round to Bemid- Baggenstoss who rates among Pat Marren
ji's Forsell. Curt Nickel wrestled
the top three rebounders in the
Lawmakers
in the 167 pound class, but failed nation's small colleges, "bagged"
(Continued from page 1, column 1)
to advance past the first two 30 points, and added to his al- directors, three members at large,
rounds after successive defeats.
ready enormous amount of re- and the board president.
Mankato had five first places,
bounds by snaring countless tips
Another interesting bill before
four seconds, and one third to off the boards.
the State Senate Education Comdominate the meet. The season
Leading the way for Winona mittee is to change the Teachers
brought the Winonan's over-all in these two encounters were Don
Colleges names to just State Colrecord to 3-4-1, plus fourths in Behrens, Don Klagge, Al Svenleges. Winona State Teachers
the Carleton and conference ningson, and reliable Craig Cur- college will then be Winona State
tourneys.
rier.
College.
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The Roving Reporter Asks
Roman Claussen:
"I'd have it removed by surgery.
It sounds dangerous."

• • • • •

Pat Severson:

Bill Kuehl:

"I'd try to sell it to
pay for my books."

"I'd use it as a
pet!"
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What would you do with a liparocele?

Barbara Fisk:
"I'd swallow it."

John May :
"Drop back and
punt!"

(Ed. Note: A liparocele is a tumor which
protrudes from the abdominal wall.)

U of Minn. Lecturer to Appear April 8;
Nichols to Note Importance of Listening

Mr. Ralph G. Nichols

Gamma Delta Installs
Newly-Elected Officers
At special candlelight services,
the new officers of Gamma Delta
were installed. The officers are:
president, Norlean Berndt; vice
president, Kendall Smith; secretary, Marcia Best; treasurer, Jane
Drenckhahn; and program chairman, Dorothy Felsch.
Other activities for March include a Lenten coffee hour for
the congregation of St. Matthews
Lutheran Church and a private
roller skating party.

Alumni News
Pvt. George R. O'Reilly, a
1955 graduate of Winona State,
departed from the U. S. early in
March for Germany as part of
"Operation Gyroscope," the
Army's unit rotation plan.
O'Reilly is a member of the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment,
formerly located at Fort Knox,
Kentucky, which is replacing the
6th Armored Cavalry Regiment
in southern Germany. He is
assigned to the Regiment's Medical Detachment.
Mr. Orville Thomas, a 1937
graduate of Winona State, is on
the faculty of the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Maryland.
Donna Freeman and Hugh
Turton, 1954 and 1956 graduates,
accompanied Miss Magnus to see
the theatrical production of
Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressidas which was playing in Chicago on February 22.

A widely known educational
pioneer in the field of listening
efficiency, Dr. Ralph G. Nichols,
will speak in Somsen Hall on
Monday, April 8 at 9:50 a.m.
Dr. Nichols is head of the
Department of Rhetoric at the
University of Minnesota and has
devoted many years to the study
of listening comprehension. Coauthor of a recent textbook,
Listening and Speaking, Dr.
Nichols has served as the President of the National Society for
the Study of Communication, an
organization designed to study
communication as a means of
building more harmonious relations within groups and among
individuals. He also has served
on the editorial boards of two
national publications, has taught
in a wide variety of adult education programs for business and
professional people, and has
served as President of the State
Speech Teachers Associations in
both Minnesota and Iowa.
In his lecture, which is entitled
"Listening," Dr. Nichols will
stress the importance of listening
as a means of learning and illustrate how efficient listening is
important in industrial and human relations.
Dr. Nichols points out that 45
per cent of all verbal communication is devoted to listening and
only in the past few years has
there been an effort to teach
methods of increasing listening
proficiency. According to Nichols, the need for increasing efficiency is great since statistics show
that the average American listens
to instructive speech with only
25 per cent efficiency.
In addition to describing the
growth of interest among industrial leaders in the subject, Dr.
Nichols will present practical
suggestions for improvement of
good listening.

Discussions, Recreations
on Baptist Student Agenda
The Baptist Student Movement has made up the following
agenda for its remaining meetings:
March 28 a discussion on the
principles of Quakerism.
4 a discussion
April
April 11 Koinonia elective
service
April 25 Deputation
2 Koinonia picnic
May
Students will lead in discussions and there will be special
speakers for some of the topics.

WSSA and Players
Host to HS Festival

Part of the late season school spirit evidenced at the Mankato game was
this "honor guard" of rooters who formed an avenue for the team as
they emerged on the floor for the second half of their first victorious
conference game in two seasons.

The Spillane Influence

Life Has Its Little Frustrations
(ACP) — Just about everybody
has tried their hand at doing a
parody of Mickey Spillane and
sometimes the results are pretty
tiring. However, we found this
one, from the Ivory Tower edition of the University of Minnesota Daily, amusing, particularly
since it has the advantage of an
0. Henry-type ending. It's
called "Quench Me, Deadly" and
begins:
It was a warm, stagnant night . . . no

Summer Travel to
Europe Booms
U. S. students optimistic on
international conditions are booking summer passage to Europe in
increasing numbers. To meet
the increased demand the nonprofit Council on Student Travel
has just announced several additional sailings with space for students and teachers.
"Inquiries to the Council by
students and teachers planning
to travel independently are running 30% ahead of last year,"
said John E. Bowman, Executive
Director of the Council. He
added that the educational travel
programs sponsored by the Council's 43 member agencies are experiencing a similar increase.
Mr. Bowman estimated . that
more than 10,000 students and
teachers will be traveling abroad
this summer in educational programs sponsored by the Council's
43 educational and religious
agencies which conduct international educational travel programs in Europe, America, Africa,
Asia and South America.

breeze, no moon. And very late. Silently he moved along the sidewalk past
blackened dormitories. The others were
all asleep; but he was restless, an annoying pang in the pit of his stomach.
After a quick glance behind, he approached the half-open doorway of a
darkened building. He paused, fumbling in his pocket. Then, making no
sound, he entered the gloomy interior and
was enveloped in shadows. A solitary
click . . . then silence.
Suddenly there were shouts from inside: "Thief! Robber!" A fist slammed
out in the darkness, connecting solidly,
noisily with its target. A grunt, muffled
groans. The pounding blows intensified.
Between thuds violent curses split the
air. A foot stomped hard, driven by
powerful leg muscles; and there was a
short, pleading cry. Then it was over.
For a moment he lingered in the doorway, leaning on the frame for support.
Then he shuffled unsteadily out into the
street, his raw, skinned knuckles visible
in the yellow illumination given off by
the street light. Head hung low, shoulders slouched, he walked dejectedly down
the street and into the night, seeming
not to know where to go, what to do.
Later in the week, maintenance men
arrived to adjust the faulty mechanism
of the large red machine so that it would
operate properly, dispensing a bottle of
Coca-Cola whenever a dime was inserted
in the coin slot.

Rev. Desmond to Speak
At Bradford Supper
Reverend Oviatt E. Desmond,
minister to students from the
Congregational Conference of
Minnesota, will be a special guest
at the Bradford 5:30 supper meeting tonight.
Reverend Desmond will have
a short talk with the group following the meeting. He is attending the meeting to give help and
guidance in accordance with Religious Emphasis Week.

Under the direction of Edward
B. Jesson, students of the
Winona State Speech Association and the Wenonah Players
played host to the District III
high school speech festival held
at Winona State Monday.
Kasson-Mantorville,
Eyota,
Lake City, Lewiston, Pine Island,
Plainview, St. Charles, Stewartville, Wat asha, and Winona students participated in humorous
interpretive readings, serious interpretive readings, original oratories, memorized oratories, discussions, extemporaneous manuscript readings, extemporaneous
speaking, pantomines, and oneact plays.
Judging these events were Miss
Karin Osborn of University High
School; Dr. Francis Drake and
F. T. Benson, University of
Minnesota; and James Carroll,
public relations director at St.
Mary's College.
Earle Drenckhahn was student
chairman; Dean Wilkes, secretary; and Pat Severson, chairman
of registration.
Acting as aids, guides, and
timers were: Evelyn Buhier,
Helen Corrigan, Barbara Fisk,
Delayne Halvorson, Deanna Harders, Bob Haskins, Sandra Hawkenson, Dale Karow, Pat Kelm,
e McCorBeverly Majerus, Mik
mick, Norb Mills, Anita Mrozek,
Lila Osborn, Lloyd Osborn, Darlene Radsek, Margaret Riggs,
Jeanette Steichen, Muriel Suttie,
Jerry Tedrow, Mary Clair
Thompson, Richard Thompson,
Elaine Tollefson, Nancy Tubb,
and Rose Marie Warner.
This festival was sponsored by
the English and Speech Departments at Winona State.

Outstanding Speakers to
Appear at Wesley Services
Each Thursday night during
Lent the Wesley Foundation will
hold special church services. Preceeding each service a dinner
will be served for Foundation
members by the women of Central
Methodist Church and Wesley
members.
Among the outstanding speakers for the services will be Bishop
G. Stanley Coors of the Minnesota Area Methodist Church,
Rev. William Campbell of the
Austin Methodist Church, and
Rev. Russell Huffman of the
Rochester Methodist Church.
The club also has mid-week
services each Wednesday at 7:30
a.m.

